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a b s t r a c t

AI Speakers are typical cloud-based internet of things (IoT) devices that store a variety of information
regarding users on the cloud. Although analyzing encrypted traffic between these devices and the cloud,
as well as the artifacts stored there, is an important research topic from the perspective of cloud-based
IoT forensics, studies on directly analyzing encrypted traffic between AI Speakers and the cloud remain
insufficient. In this study, we propose a forensic model that can collect and analyze encrypted traffic
between an AI Speaker and the cloud based on a certificate injection. The proposed model consists of
porting AI Speaker image on Android device, porting AI Speaker image using QEMU (Quick EMUlator),
running exploit using the AI Speaker app vulnerability, rewriting Flash memory using H/W interface, and
reworking and updating Flash memory. These five forensic methods are used to inject the certificate into
AI Speakers. The proposed model shows that we can analyze encrypted traffic against various AI
Speakers such as an Amazon Echo Dot, Naver Clova, SKT NUGU Candle, SKT NUGU, and KT GiGA Genie,
and obtain artifacts stored on the cloud. In addition, we develop a verification tool that collects artifacts
stored on KT GiGA Genie cloud.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of DFRWS. All rights reserved. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

AI Speakers are rapidly increasing in usage and penetration
every year. Indeed, AI Speakers are built into hotels and cars, and as
Voicebot claimed, “In 2019, the number of adults using AI Speakers
in the United States is one-quarter of the total adult population”
(Voicebot, 2019). As the usage and penetration rate of AI Speakers
that store various kinds of information regarding users increases,
the importance of digital forensics increases; various studies are
being conducted on the collection of artifacts from such devices. A
study on the collection of artifacts stored in Amazon Echo was
conducted (Chung et al., 2017), and in another study, encrypted
traffic between a smartphone connected with an AI Speaker and
the cloud were collected and analyzed (Jo et al., 2019). As a result of
this study, it was found that the AI Speaker's cloud stores mean-
ingful artifacts from a forensic perspective. However, there are no
prior studies that analyzed encrypted traffic between AI Speakers

and cloud. Therefore, a study on analyzing encrypted traffic with
the AI Speaker is necessary.

AI Speakers primarily communicate with the cloud, and the
communication is encrypted using Transport Layer Security (TLS)
by default. As known from the previous study on encrypted traffic
analysis between smartphone and the cloud of AI Speaker, the in-
formation stored in the cloud may include the voice command
history, connected device information, and location information
obtained using AI Speakers, which can be used as direct evidence in
an forensic investigation. This is extremely important from a fo-
rensics perspective. If a forensic investigator does not know this
information, important evidence could be ignored. Therefore, dig-
ital forensic investigators must be able to conduct an analysis on
encrypted traffic between AI Speaker and cloud.

A Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) is thus required to analyze
encrypted traffic between AI Speaker and cloud. MitM can be
conducted using published HTTP proxy tools. To do so, the certifi-
cate of the HTTP proxy tool must be installed on the AI Speaker.
However, unlike Android smartphones, the AI Speaker does not
provide an Android UI, and thus it is difficult to install the certifi-
cate. However, even with this difficulty, we propose five methods
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for injecting the certificate into AI Speakers. Furthermore, based on
this, we propose a digital forensic model for analyzing the
encrypted traffic between an AI Speaker and cloud.

The contribution of this paper is to propose a TLS traffic analysis
forensic model with five detailed certificate injection scenarios.
Based on the digital forensic model proposed herein, we analyze
the encrypted traffic between an AI Speaker and the cloud to
determine what information is transmitted between them.
Furthermore, it is possible to derive user information stored in the
cloud by analyzing the encrypted traffic that the cloud sends to the
AI Speaker.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses digital forensic studies conducted on AI Speakers and
studies related to techniques for an encrypted traffic analysis.
Section 3 introduces proposed encrypted traffic forensic model.
Section 4 describes the five methods for injecting the certificate
into AI Speakers of the proposed forensic model through a case
study. Section 5 discusses the main artifact analysis results and
validation tool that communicates directly with the cloud to collect
artifacts stored there. Section 6 discusses the limitations and im-
plications of this study. Finally, Section 7 discusses the analysis
results and future work.

2. Related research

As the penetration rate of AI Speakers and IoT devices has
increased, numerous forensic studies have been conducted. ‘Chung
et al.’ analyzed the cache structure stored in Alexa devices to derive
significant artifacts (Chung et al., 2017). ‘Jo et al.’ analyzed the TLS
traffic between the cloud and the smartphone connected to the AI
Speaker to derive artifacts stored in the cloud (Jo et al., 2019). ‘Li
et al.’ proposed a digital forensic investigation model for AI
Speakers and IoT devices (Li et al., 2019). The existing AI Speaker
studies didn't focus on analyzing TLS traffic between AI Speaker and
cloud.

As mentioned earlier, AI Speakers are cloud-based. Because the
communication between the cloud and AI Speaker basically uses
TLS encryption, it is difficult to apply forensics using a conventional
technique in a cloud environment. Lin et al. solved this problem by
using the MitM technique in conducting cloud-based network fo-
rensics (Lin et al., 2015). To apply MitM, it is common to intercept
the certificate, as demonstrated by Soghoian et al. (Soghoian and
Stamm, 2012). In addition, as shown by Callegati et al. and Bur-
kholder, a vulnerability can be exploited for encrypted packets
using the HTTPS protocol (Callegati et al., 2009; Burkholder, 2002).
However, the latest Android OS supports SSL pinning by default and
can be supported at the app level, making it difficult to execute
MitM. To address this issue, studies on bypassing SSL pinning have
been conducted. Ramírez-L!opez et al. investigated the applicability
of MitM to Android apps using five known SSL pinning bypass
technologies and two newly proposed technologies (Ramírez-
L!opez et al., 2019).

Both mobile and IoT devices use NAND Flash as a storage device.
Because AI Speakers use NAND Flash like other mobile devices, it is
important to acquire data from the NAND Flash without damaging
the data. To this end, various studies have been conducted on a
Chip-off technique for physically separating NAND Flash from the
PCB of a mobile device or an IoT device to acquire data. Aya et al.
studied the effects of NAND Flash and retention aging under the
short-term exposure of NAND Flash to high temperatures during a
Chip-off. Thus, they proposed a data recovery method for NAND
Flash damaged by heat (Fukami et al., 2017). In a later study, Aya
et al. studied the chemical properties of submerged mobile devices
and proposed a forensic method applicable to such devices (Fukami
and Nishimura, 2019). Heckmann et al. showed that re-balling and

re-soldering are possible in a low-temperature environment and
can improve the reliability of NAND Flash obtained through a Chip-
off (Heckmann et al., 2016).

3. Proposed certificate injection-based encrypted traffic
forensic model

In general, to analyze TLS-based encrypted traffic using MitM,
the HTTP proxy tools are used. Since the HTTP proxy tool operates
based on the certificate, decryption of encrypted traffic has the
condition that a certificate must be installed on the target device.
Therefore, to analyze the encrypted traffic between AI Speakers and
the cloud, the HTTP proxy tool's certificate must be installed on the
AI Speakers. After installing the certificate, HTTP proxy tools can be
used to analyze the encrypted traffic between AI Speaker and cloud.
In this study, we use the commonly used HTTP proxy tools Charles
(Charles Web Debugging Pro) and Fiddler (Fiddler - Free Web
Debugg) to perform MitM on encrypted traffic.

The general method of installing the certificate and setting up a
proxy on Android smartphone is well known and can be easily
applied through the Android UI. However, AI Speakers do not
provide Android UI to users. Owing to the nature of such AI
Speakers, it is difficult to install a certificate and proxy configura-
tion on the AI Speakers. Therefore, hardware interfaces, backdoors
and vulnerabilities, and a Chip-off should be used to inject the
certificate and set up a proxy in the AI Speaker. In other words, to
analyze encrypted traffic between the AI Speaker and cloud, various
aspects of the target AI Speaker must be analyzed.

The methods of injecting the certificate into AI Speakers pro-
posed in this paper are not always applicable to all AI Speakers. The
environment of the AI Speakers varies for different manufacturers,
and thus we must always analyze AI Speakers from different per-
spectives. Therefore, we introduce five methods that can be
considered when injecting the certificate into an AI Speaker. Each
method involves a software and hardware level analysis, and some
method involves Chip-off and BGA Rework. Based on these
methods, we propose a forensic model for analyzing encrypted
traffic between AI Speakers and the cloud.

This section first discusses how to inject the certificate and set
up a proxy for AI Speakers, which must be conducted to analyze
encrypted traffic using MitM. We then introduce a forensic model
for injecting the certificate into AI Speakers and analyzing the
encrypted traffic.

3.1. Certificate injection and proxy setting for MitM

AI Speakers use the Android OS, and thus the data storage
structure is similar to that of typical Android smartphone. In other
words, AI Speakers and Android smartphones have the same
locationwhere certificates and proxy configuration information are
stored. With this in mind, we inject the certificate and proxy
configuration on the AI Speaker. First, to inject the certificate,
where certificates are stored in the Android OS must be known. In
Android OS, the locationwhere user-installed certificates are stored
is in the userdata partition, although the detailed location varies
depending on the version of Android used. In the versions below
Android 5.0, they are stored in the path “/data/misc/keychain/
cacerts-a dded/,” and in versions of Android 5.0 and above it is
stored in the path “/data/misc/user/0/cacerts-added/“. After
injecting the certificate of the HTTP proxy tool into the correct path
for each version of Android, the permission and ownership are set
to “rw-r–r-(644)” and “Everybody (9997):Everybody (9997).”

The file for the proxy configuration is stored in the path “/data/
misc/wifi/” in the userdata partition. There are two files that need
to be modified: one that store the Wi-Fi settings and the other that
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store the proxy configuration. The file related to the Wi-Fi config-
uration is “wpa_supplicant.conf”. This file stores theWi-Fi SSID and
PW, and the system uses it to automatically connect to Wi-Fi. By
modifying this, AI Speakers can be automatically connected to the
Wi-Fi SSID where the HTTP proxy tool is running. Fig. 1 shows the
Wi-Fi SSID and PW of the modified “wpa_supplicant.conf”.

The file related to the proxy configuration is “ipconfig.txt,”
which stores information such as the proxy host and port. The
proxy can be set by modifying it. Fig. 2 shows “ipconfig.txt”
modified the proxy host and port. For this file, it is safe to use the
file obtained from the NAND Flash of the AI Speaker because the
values of the various fields vary depending on the Android version.
If the file cannot be acquired from NAND Flash, it is preferable to
obtain it from an Android device of the same version as the AI
Speaker.

3.2. Proposed forensic model

IoT devices such as healthcare device Fitbit andMobile Robot, as
well as AI Speakers, encrypt most of their traffic with TLS. However,
studies conducted to date have had difficulty acquiring significant
artifacts stored in AI Speakers’ cloud. To solve this problem, we
propose a forensic model for the AI Speakers.

Fig. 3 shows a forensic model for analyzing encrypted traffic
between AI Speaker and cloud. Five methods for injecting a cer-
tificate into an AI Speaker and setting up a proxy, and network
diagrams are shown. The AI Speaker is injected with a certificate
using the proposed forensic model and connected toWi-Fi supplied
by the laptop's mobile hotspot function. The laptop has the HTTP
proxy tools are installed. Because certificate is injected into the AI
Speaker, the HTTP proxy tool can collect and analyze encrypted
traffic between the AI Speaker and the cloud. The proposed five
methods for injecting the certificate and setting up proxy are as
follows:

! Case 1: Porting AI Speaker Image on Android Device
! Case 2: Porting AI Speaker Image using QEMU
! Case 3: Running Exploit using AI Speaker App Vulnerability
! Case 4: Rewriting NAND Flash using H/W Interface
! Case 5: Rework and Update NAND Flash

Case 1 is a method for porting data from NAND Flash of the AI
Speaker to the Android device for a certificate injection and proxy
configuration. If the porting is successful, the device created in this
way can achieve the same function as the AI Speaker and at the
same time use the functions available on the Android smartphone.
This allows the certificate to be installed and a proxy to be set up
using a system setup app that is unavailable on traditional AI
Speakers, as well as to obtain root privileges to directly inject the
certificate and modify the proxy configuration file.

Case 2 is a method for implementing the physical device con-
ditions of the AI Speaker in software to facilitate debugging. Porting
can be carried out as needed, and the Kernel and Ramdisk images
can be modified to run on a virtual Raspberry Pi device, preserving
the main partitions in the NAND Flash of the AI Speakers. With this
configuration, the UART, JTAG, and other ports are virtually
implemented, and thus logical debugging is possible without a
physical implementation. This is more economical than the hard-
ware porting method and can also be implemented by applying a
snapshot function to restore the image to a desired point in time
through a backup operation. After creating a virtual Raspberry Pi
device that acts as an AI Speaker, we can use it to inject the cer-
tificate and set up proxy.

Case 3 is a method that takes advantage of backdoors and vul-
nerabilities that exist in AI Speakers. To do so, an image of the AI
Speaker is analyzed to search for backdoors and vulnerabilities in
the device or to use known vulnerabilities. This method is not
applicable to all AI Speakers, but it is possible that the backdoor
developed on some AI Speakers for firmware update testing and
debugging is not removed. Subsequently, certificate injection and
proxy configuration can be done on the AI Speaker using backdoors
and vulnerabilities existing in the AI Speaker.

Case 4 is a method utilizing hardware interfaces such as UART,
USB Boot, and JTAG found on the board of the AI Speakers. For
example, if an UART port exists, the U-Boot command can be used
through the U-Boot Shell. U-Boot's MMC command can be used to
extract data from an AI Speaker in the form of a raw image and then
modify the extracted image to inject the certificate and set up a
proxy. The fastboot features can then be used to overwrite the data
of AI Speaker with certificate injected image.

Case 5 is a method for separating NAND Flash from the board of
the AI Speaker and then correcting the stored data or injecting new

Fig. 1. Modified wpa_supplicant.conf
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data and reattaching it to the board. After separating NAND Flash
from the board of the AI Speaker through a Chip-off, a certificate
injection and proxy configuration are made in the NAND Flash ac-
quired using a programmable reader. By reattaching the modified
NAND Flash to the AI Speaker's board through a BGA Rework, we
can analyze the TLS traffic between the AI Speaker and cloud.

4. Five forensic methods for encrypted traffic using certificate
injection

This section deals with the experiments and results of applying
the five methods of the forensic model to an AI Speaker to analyze
the encrypted traffic between the AI Speaker and the cloud.

4.1. Porting AI Speaker Image on Android Device

This is a method for creating a new device that has the same
function as the AI Speaker by porting data from NAND Flash ob-
tained from AI Speaker to Android device. The goal is to inject the
certificate and set up a proxy to run MitM using the device created.
To do so, the image obtained from AI speaker via chip-off is ported
to Android device. The experimental environment is presented in
Table 1.

Samsung's Galaxy Note 3 (Android 5.1.1) was used as the porting
device, and Naver Clova was used as the Chip-off image. Details of
the AI Speaker Chip-off image are shown in Table 2. In addition,
because Android Things is being used as an AI Speaker develop-
ment platform, an experiment was also conducted on a Raspberry
Pi 3B.

The experiment consisted of porting AI Speaker images and
installing the AI Speaker app. Porting of the AI Speaker image was
conducted by modifying some data of the AI Speaker Chip-off im-
age to suit the environment of the Galaxy Note 3. The AI Speaker
app installation experiment was conducted by installing the main
AI Speaker app on the Galaxy Note 3. First, to make the same
version of the AI Speaker and Galaxy Note 3, we installed Android
version 7.1.2 Android Open Source Project ROM on the Galaxy Note
3. Next, to avoid a driver collision, we selected and ported the data
essential for the AI Speaker to operate. In addition, some data need
to be modified to suit the AI Speaker environment. A typical
example is code determining the model name of the speaker
implemented in the AI Speaker app. Fig. 4 shows the code for
determining the model of Naver Clova. For the AI Speaker app to
operate properly on the Galaxy Note 3, “build.prop” in the system

Fig. 2. Modified ipconfig.txt.

Fig. 3. Proposed encrypted traffic forensic model with five experimental methods.

Table 1
AI speaker image porting specification.

Device Manufacturer OS version

Galaxy Note 3 SAMSUNG Android 7.1.2 (AOSP)
Raspberry Pi 3B Android Things Android Things 1.0.3

Table 2
AI speaker image for porting experiment.

Category Description

Manufacturer Naver
Model FRIENDS(NL-S110KR)
OS Android 7.1.2
App version Clova v1.9.6 (18.090)
Size 7.27 GB
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partition needs to be modified.
In the image porting experiment using the Raspberry Pi 3B

(Android Things) model, some partitions of the Android Things
were divided into two, unlike with a general Android OS, which
makes the porting difficult. The experimental results were similar
to those of the Galaxy Note 3.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the Chip-off image porting
experiment. The main reason for the failure is an AI Speaker system
app installation error that occurs owing to the sharedUserId. The AI
Speaker apps are a system app because it basically provides the
ability to change the state of device. In this case, sharedUserId is
used as shown in Fig. 5. AI Speaker apps from other manufacturers
are also system apps, so the same problem is expected to occur.

4.2. Porting AI Speaker Image using QEMU

To solve the difficulty in porting hardware devices similar to
case 1, we conducted a porting using QEMU. This method aims to
make AI Speakers run on virtual Raspberry Pi. The QEMU emulator
is used to run the ARM architecture on a regular PC. QEMU supports
x86 and x86_64 architectures and ARM's 32- and 64-bit architec-
tures. QEMU also enables an architectural emulation onmany other
virtual hardware platforms.

AI Speakers do not have a screen, thus we cannot directly check
for errors during the booting process. However, as an advantage of
using the QEMU emulator for porting, we can check dmesg and
logcat immediately after booting. Table 4 shows the experimental
environment using the QEMU emulator. And the AI Speaker Chip-
off image information used is similar to the information in Case 1
presented in Table 2. The experiment was conducted by installing a
QEMU emulator on macOS 10.13.6. To use the same ARM 32-bit
architecture as the AI Speaker image, the Raspberry Pi 3 was used as
the virtual hardware.

The AI Speaker's firmware was obtained through a Chip-off for
porting the firmware. Then, using a Kernel extraction and decom-
pression, the Ramdisk image was extracted and processed into the
form required for the QEMU boot. Fig. 6 shows the process of
extracting the Kernel and Ramdisk from the Naver Clova boot
partition using unpackbootimg. Thereafter, we tried to emulate the
QEMU using the acquired Kernel and Ramdisk, but there was a
problem in that the normal boot did not operate properly. This
problem occurs because it loads Adreno, Qualcomm's Framebuffer
driver built into the Naver Clova Kernel. However, this is ported to
the Raspberry Pi 3, the Mali GPU's Framebuffer driver must be
loaded at booting time.

If a system is booted with QEMU using kernel and Ramdisk, the
kernel source and device driver (kernel object library) will not

match completely. Therefore, a full porting of all functions is
impossible, but major systems such as microphones, speakers, and
Ethernet are expected to operate. However, during this study, an
open-source kernel of Naver Clova or APQ8009 was needed.
However, it had not yet been released and no further research could
be carried out. In the future, if we use the kernel source of APQ8009,
the porting is expected to be successful. However, there are many
aspects to consider, including the possibility that services and other
functions may not function normally even after a successful boot.

4.3. Running exploit using AI Speaker App Vulnerability

There are numerous difficulties in installing a certificate and
setting up a proxy on AI Speakers in the usual way. This method
takes advantage of the backdoors and vulnerabilities that exist in AI
Speakers to done certificate injection and proxy configuration. To
do so, static analysis can be performed to the AI Speaker through
chip-off, or known vulnerabilities and backdoors can be used. The
AI Speaker KT GiGA Genie and the HTTP proxy tool Fiddler were
used for the experiment.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental environment using KT GiGA
Genie, and Table 5 summarizes the detailed information of the
devices used in the experiment. Because KT GiGAGenie supports an
external display, it is connected to a TV using an HDMI port.We also
used Windows 10's mobile hotspot feature to create a Wi-Fi
network that AI Speakers can connect to. The HTTP proxy tool
Telerik Fiddler was installed on the laptop and used to collect and
analyze encrypted traffic between KT GiGA Genie and the cloud.

In the case of KT GiGA Genie, a study on a backdoor and
vulnerability analysis was previously conducted (RSR). Thus, we
experimented with known backdoors and vulnerabilities from this
previous study. According to the research conducted, KT GiGA
Genie has a backdoor for debugging was implemented, and a
vulnerability was existed. KT GiGA Genie's backdoor is imple-
mented in StartupService.apk, which runs when the device starts.
Fig. 8 shows the source code of the backdoor. Furthermore, in the
previous study, it was shown that a backdoor can run the Android
system setting app by taking advantage of the fact that the back-
door installs and executes a specific APK stored on a USB. It was also
shown that the root privilege can be gained by exploiting the
vulnerability of the running process. This vulnerability opens a
socket and executes all commands entering the socket with root
privileges.

We applied the proxy configuration using theWi-Fi menu of the
Android system settings app through the backdoor of KT GiGA
Genie, as shown in Fig. 9. Next, we added a function to install the
certificate of the HTTP proxy tool to the APK developed in a pre-
vious study. This installs the certificate using Android's Certificate
Installer, which requires setting a PIN or password. However, KT
GiGA Genie was prohibited from doing so owing to the AI Speaker's
nature. Therefore, the certificate of the HTTP proxy tool had to be
injected directly into the certificate storage path of the userdata
partition. As mentioned earlier, the path for storing certificates in
an Android OS differs for each version, and thus the Android
version of KT GiGA Genie was determined by analyzing the
“build.prop” of the system partition. Next, the certificate was

Fig. 4. Model identification code in AI speaker app.

Table 3
AI speaker image porting experiment results.

Device Result Cause

Galaxy Note 3 Failed App Signature Mismatch
Raspberry Pi 3B Failed (1) Partition structure differences

(2) App Signature Mismatch
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directly injected using the vulnerability analyzed in the previous
study. As Fig. 10 indicates, the certificate was injected correctly.
After certificate injection and proxy setup, the HTTP proxy tool was
used to analyze the encrypted traffic between GiGA Genie and the
cloud.

4.4. Rewriting flash memory using H/W interface

Most IoT devices implement some debugging ports such as
UARTs in Pogopin format and place them at the bottom or invisible
of the product. In particular, IoT devices in a headless form, inwhich
the display is removed, may use this to confirm normal booting
during the manufacturing process. AI Speakers, likewise, have an
interface for accessing internal systems. This interface is used to
inject certificate and set up proxy. The UART port on a SKT NUGU
Candle was used for the experiment. The experiment consists of
connecting the UART port and host through a USB device to the TTY
and extracting, modifying, and rewriting the data of NAND Flash
through a U-Boot command. The detailed experiment environment
is presented in Table 6. For the USB to TTY device, FT232 FTDI and
CP2102 were used. We used PuTTY in Windows because a terminal
application is required to read andwrite data from the serial device.

Although a contact connection can be achieved using Pogopin,
this study did not use the Pogopin method, which can be

disconnected when extracting data for a long time at a high speed.
We connected the contacts directly through soldering, as shown in
Fig. 11. The contacts that need to be connected are UART_TX,
UART_RX, and GND. Labeled PCBs are easy to find, but if they are
not labeled, a boundary scan is required to find the TX/RX port.
After connecting the contacts, the terminal applications PuTTY and
USB are connected to the TTY with the device to see the boot
message. When booting during a normal boot sequence, stdio,
stdout, and stderr are redirected to/dev/ram using Android
bootcmd, and thus the serial output to UART does not occur after
the bootm command of U-Boot. Therefore, before the bootm
command is executed, a specific key is typed, as shown in Fig. 12, to
enter U-Boot Shell.

Then, to access NAND Flash from the U-Boot Shell and extract
the data, the MMC command is used to format the specific block
data of NAND Flash in hexadecimal format. Because SKT NUGU
Candle is arranged at 512 bytes per block, they are read by 512 bytes
using an MMC dump. To this end, as shown in Fig. 13, a tool was
developed to automate the MMC dump command at the end of the
NAND Flash.

After NAND Flash extraction, certificate injection and proxy
configuration are conducted. The procedure used for modifying
data in the userdata partition for a certificate injection and proxy
configuration is described in 3.1. When the data are fully modified,
they are rewritten into the userdata partition of the SKT NUGU
Candle. To do so, the fastboot flash command is applied, as shown
in Fig. 14. In the case of SKT NUGU Candle, the size of an image that
can be uploaded at a single time is less than 1 GB. Therefore, to
upload userdata partitions and system partitions of larger than
1 GB, the sparse image option provided by fastboot is used. The
upper part of the figure shows the fastboot command entered in
the host OS, and the lower part is the log output when the fastboot
flash command is used.

Fig. 5. SharedUserId implemented in AndroidManifest.xml.

Table 4
AI speaker QEMU emulation specification.

Device Version

Host 10.13.6 High Sierra (17G8030)
emulator QEMU 4.1.50
Raspberry Pi Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
AI Speaker Android 7.1.2

Fig. 6. Kernel Extraction using unpackbootimg
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Next, fastboot mode is exited to check whether the AI Speaker is
working properly, and the system is rebooted by entering the reset
command in the U-Boot Shell. If the AI Speaker is booting normally,
the HTTP proxy tool can collect and analyze the encrypted traffic.
However, several considerations, such as SSL pinning implemented
directly in Android and other applications, can make it difficult to
analyze encrypted traffic. At this time, a modification of the system

Fig. 7. Kt GiGA genie experiment.

Table 5
AI speaker vulnerability experiment specification.

Device Manufacturer Version

GiGA Genie KT Android 5.1.1
Laptop (Gram) LG Windows 10 1903
Fiddler Telerik 5.0.20192
TV (Display) Samsung

Fig. 8. Backdoor implemented in StartupService.apk (RSR).
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partition is required, and a method for bypassing a device using
firmware tampering protection technology is necessary.

4.5. Reworking and updating flash memory

This is the last option that can be used when a certificate
insertion and proxy configuration through other techniques are not
possible. Chip-off is applied by default to directly modify the data
stored in the NAND Flash obtained from the AI Speaker's board. The
experimental environment is presented in Table 7. Since Chip-off is
performed, various types of equipment are required, as shown in
Fig. 15. In addition, a technical understanding of a Chip-off and BGA
Rework is required.

The experiment consists of NAND Flash acquired from the AI
Speaker, modifying the data, and then conducting a BGA Rework.
First, Chip-off is performed to acquire the NAND Flash. Next, the
detached NAND Flash is mounted on a PC using a programmable
NAND Flash reader. Then the certificate and proxy configuration are
injected. The methods used for a certificate injection and proxy
configuration are described in 3.1. After completing a certificate
injection and proxy configuration, a re-balling is performed to
apply a BGA Rework. In this experiment, a 0.3 mm ball was used for
re-balling and heated to a temperature of 275 "C. Next, a BGA
Rework is performed according to the guidelines of NAND Flash. If
the BGA rework is done successful, the HTTP proxy tool can be used
to check the packets that the AI Speaker is communicating with the
cloud server.

We applied this method to Amazon Echo Dot, SKT NUGU, and KT

GiGA Genie, and verified that each device works properly. If the
certificate injection and proxy configuration are properly applied, a
connection confirmation message is displayed on the HTTP proxy
tool, and the device name on the list of connected devices can be
found in the mobile hotspot menu, as shown in Fig. 16.

5. Experiment results and evaluation tool

This section deals with the main artifacts obtained through
experiments applying the proposed forensic model to AI Speakers.
We then introduce a digital forensics tool developed to collect ar-
tifacts stored in KT GiGA Genie cloud.

5.1. Significant artifacts from TLS traffic analysis

In the experiments performed with proposed five methods, we
injected the certificate into Amazon Echo Dot, SKT NUGU Candle,
SKT NUGU, and KT GiGA Genie and tried to analyze the encrypted
traffic. For Amazon Echo Dot, SKT NUGU Candle, SKT NUGU, the

Fig. 9. Proxy Configuration using the System Settings App.

Fig. 10. Certificate injected into the certificates install path.

Table 6
AI speaker UART experiment specification.

Item Device Version

OS (Host) LG Gram Windows 10 Pro
OS (Guest) VMware Ubuntu 18.04
AI Speaker SKT NUGU Candle Android 7.0
Serial Device FT232 (FTDI), CP2102
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analysis was nearly impossible due to SSL pinning, especially worse
on Amazon Echo Dot and SKT NUGU Candle. For the Amazon Echo
Dot, we also used the Alexa Pi platform provided for the Raspberry
Pi for further experiments, but the results were the same. Experi-
ments with Amazon Echo Dot and Alexa Pi found only the ad-
dresses of cloud servers that appear to be receiving voice
commands.Whether or not to store voice commands is unclear due
to SSL pinning. In case of SKT NUGU, all traffic could not be analyzed
due to SSL pinning, but artifacts such as authentication token, de-
vice information, location information, and usage time were ac-
quired. But for KT GiGA Genie, we were able to analyze most of the
encrypted traffic. As a result of analyzing the encrypted traffic of KT
GiGA Genie, we found traffic for a voice query, memo registration,
alarm registration, schedule registration, device information, and
user information. In the case of voice command information, we
confirmed the sending of a request to store the history in the cloud.
In addition, it was estimated that the method for storing and

processing voice command records was developed as a result of the
app source code analysis. Also interesting is the session tokens and
credentials that KT GiGA Genie uses to communicate with the
cloud, stored in plain text in the KT GiGA Genie app directory. As
shown in Fig.17, the session token used for actual communication is
stored in plain text. As shown in Fig.18, the credentials of the device
information used for most types of communication are also stored
in plain text.

The cloud artifacts derived by applying the proposed five
methods to various AI Speakers are shown in Appendix A. For
Amazon Echo Dot, SKT NUGU Candle, and Naver Clova, no artifacts
were obtained because encrypted traffic could not be analyzed due
to SSL pinning or H/W porting issues. Traffic analysis allowed us to
identify only the address of the cloud server. For SKT NUGU and KT
GiGA Genie, we were able to derive 10 different artifacts stored in
the cloud.

Fig. 11. SKT NUGU Candle connected with soldering.

Fig. 12. Boot Sequence Escape in U-Boot (Shell dropping).
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5.2. Evaluation tool

We applied the proposed forensic model to various devices. As a
result of case study, the most significant result was obtained in KT
GiGA Genie's case. Therefore, we developed a verification tool that
collects artifacts stored in KT GiGA Genie's cloud.

This section introduces a cloud artifact collection tool developed
based on the credentials obtained from analyzing encrypted traffic
between KT GiGA Genie and the cloud. The developed tool takes
advantage of the ability to issue a session token directly using
credentials stored in the device as plain text. The session token is
obtained by using the credentials stored in the “laun-
cherCommon.db” file that can be obtained from the AI Speaker and
requests information from the cloud server in the same format as
the AI Speaker. We can use this tool to acquire artifacts stored in the
cloud. When the tool first starts, it uses the credentials acquired
from KT GiGA Genie to get session token from the cloud. The tool
then sends a request to the cloud in the same format that the AI
Speaker uses when it communicates with the cloud. At this point,
the session token just issued is used. Fig. 19 shows memo infor-
mation stored in the cloud obtained through the process described
above.

6. Discussion

The methods of Case 1 and Case 2 are methods to inject the
certificate after porting the AI Speaker image to other devices. As
already mentioned, the experiments were not good results. As a
result of this experiment, both Case 1 and Case 2 had difficulties.
The reasons for the failure are as follows: Case 1 failed owing to a
signature conflict between the AI Speaker app and the system app
installed on the ported Android device. We tried to solve this by
decompiling and tampering with the app, but due to the high level
of source code obfuscation, we couldn't do any further research.
Case 2 failed owing to a problem at the kernel level. This was due to
the difference between the Raspberry Pi and Naver Clova chipsets.

Fig. 13. Firmware automatic extraction tool.

Fig. 14. Userdata Partition Flash using Fastboot

Table 7
NAND flash BGA rework experiment specification.

Device Manufacturer Remarks

Echo Dot Amazon AI Speaker
NUGU SKT AI Speaker
GiGA Genie KT AI Speaker
FX-951 HAKKO Soldering iron
FR-810B HAKKO Heat Gun
Gordak 853 Gordak Preheater
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Fig. 15. Equipment for chip-off and BGA rework.

Fig. 16. Charles Proxy Connection and Connected list.
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To solve this, we needed the open source kernel of APQ8009.
However, since it was not publicly available, no further research
could be carried out. In the future, if we obtain this open source
kernel or use a development board that uses APQ8009, porting will
be possible.

The methods of Case 4 and Case 5 are methods for injecting the
certificate by modifying the data stored in the NAND Flash of the AI
Speaker. Both methods have the same idea, except that Case 4 uses
the H/W interface UART and Case 5 uses Chip-off and BGA Rework.
As already mentioned, the experimental results were not good
except for KT GiGA Genie. The experimental results for each
method are as follows. In Case 4, we successfully injected the cer-
tificate into SKT NUGU Candle but failed to analyze encrypted
traffic due to SSL pinning. In Case 5, we successfully injected the
certificate into Amazon Echo Dot, SKT NUGU, and KT GiGA Genie.
For KT GiGA Genie, we were able to analyze most of the encrypted
traffic, the same as in Case 3. However, for Amazon Echo Dot and
SKT NUGU, most of the encrypted traffic could not be analyzed due

to SSL pinning. SKT NUGU could see some traffic, but Amazon Echo
Dot was especially bad. As our experiment shows, even if we inject
the certificate into the AI Speaker, it is difficult to analyze the
encrypted traffic when SSL pinning is implemented in the AI
Speaker app. In this regard, there have been some studies on
bypassing SSL pinning for Android apps. AI Speakers also use
Android OS, but they have different environments from Android
smartphones. Because of this, existing studies that bypass SSL
pinning cannot be applied to AI Speaker as they are. So further
research is needed to solve it.

Another limitation of the methods we propose is that they can
potentially be short-lived. Basically, the IT field continues to contain
new technologies and becomes more complex. AI Speakers are also
updated frequently, and security concerns will be quickly
improved. Because the proposed methods rely on R/W and
exploitation of flash memory, it may not be possible to apply it due
to certain security updates. However, there will continue to be a
way to approach vulnerability againwithin complexity. And it's also

Fig. 17. Session token stored in PREF_SETTINGS.xml.

Fig. 18. Credentials stored in the launcherCommon.db.

Fig. 19. Memo information collected by developed tool.
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an important point that AI Speakers are updated much more
frequently than other IoT devices. This means that the methods we
propose can still be applied to other IoT devices.

7. Conclusion

Analyzing the encrypted traffic between AI Speaker and cloud,
as well as artifacts stored on the cloud, is one of the most important
research topics from the perspective of cloud-based IoT forensics,
including AI Speakers. In this study, the forensic models using an
MitM-based AI Speaker certificate injection were proposed and
tested. The forensic model consists of fivemethods for injecting the
certificate. These methods utilized porting, the backdoor and
vulnerability of an app, the hardware interface, and a BGA Rework.
To inject the certificate, three of the methods were applied to AI
Speakers including an Amazon Echo Dot, and some AI Speakers of
Amazon, Naver, SKT and KT were able to analyze the encrypted
traffic. In fact, a forensic investigator can apply our forensic model
with five methods to AI Speakers to obtain artifacts stored on the
cloud. For this purpose, an acquisition and static analysis of the AI
Speaker's NAND Flash through a Chip-off must be conducted. If the
proposed method cannot be applied, a BGA Rework will be the last
option.

Future work includes porting research using an open source
kernel and bypassing SSL pinning, the biggest problem in analyzing
encrypted traffic from AI Speakers.
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